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ABSTRACT: Applying nonadiabatic excited-state molecular
dynamics, we investigate excitation energy transfer and exciton
localization dynamics in a chlorophyll a (Chla) dimer system at
the interface of two monomers of light-harvesting complex II
trimer. After its optical excitation at the red edge of the Soret
(B) band, the Chla dimer experiences an ultrafast intra- and
intermolecular nonradiative relaxation process to the lowest
band (Qy). The energy relaxation is found to run faster in the
Chla dimer than in the Chla monomer. Once the molecular
system reaches the lowest Qy band composed of two lowest
excited states S1 and S2, the concluding relaxation step involves
the S2 → S1 population transfer, resulting in a relatively slower
relaxation rate. The strength of thermal fluctuations exceeds
intraband electronic coupling between the states belonging to a
certain band (B, Qx, and Qy), producing localized states on individual chromophores. Therefore, time evolution of spatial
electronic localization during internal conversion reveals transient trapping on one of the Chla monomers participating in the
events of intermonomeric energy exchange. In the phase space domains where electronic states are strongly coupled, these states
become nearly degenerate promoting Frenkel-exciton-like delocalization and interchromophore energy transfer. As energy
relaxation occurs, redistribution of the transition density on two Chla monomers leads to nearly equal distribution of the exciton
among the molecules. For a single Chla, our analysis of excitonic dynamics reveals wave function amplitude transfer from
nitrogen and outer carbon atoms to inner carbon atoms during nonradiative relaxation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Tasked to harvest solar photons and transform them into
chemical energy with extremely high efficiency, photosynthesis
is an essential biological process on the Earth. In natural
photosynthetic systems, photons are absorbed by the light-
harvesting complexes (LHCs) and excitation energy is then
transferred to reaction centers where charge separation
occurs.1−4 Tremendous efforts have been devoted to studies
of mechanisms underlying natural photosynthesis. A better
understanding of the efficient energy transfer process also
benefits the design of high fidelity artificial photosynthetic
systems with superior robustness and efficiency.
Various photosynthetic organisms contain pigment−protein

aggregates LHCs, such as the light-harvesting complex II
(LHCII),5 the Fenna−Matthews−Olson complex,6−8 the light-
harvesting complex 19 and the light-harvesting 2 (LH2)
complex.10,11 Wrapped by proteins, pigments such as
chlorophylls (Chls), bacteriochlorophylls (Bchls), carotenoids
and phycobilins are functional molecules for the photon
absorption and subsequent excitation energy transfer pro-
cesses.1,4

Acting as the main antenna in green plants, LHCII is the
most abundant LHC in nature.5,12 LHCII has a trimer structure
(shown in Figure 1a) and each monomer contains various
pigments, such as Chla and Chlb. Solar energy can be absorbed
by both Chla and Chlb, and resulting excitation energy is
transferred between the pigments. In addition to intermolecular
energy transfer, the relaxation process from the high-lying
energy excited states to the lowest excited state is another
crucial step in excitation energy transfer in photosynthetic
systems. Extensive efforts have been applied to study the
internal conversion process in various photosynthetic pigments,
such as Chla,13−17 Chlb,13 Bchla, and mutants of Bchla.18−20

However, only the internal conversion in an individual pigment
is revealed in these investigations.13−20 A pigment dimer is an
ideal model to study the intermolecular energy transfer and the
internal conversion details simultaneously.
Upon photoexcitation, nonradiative relaxation occurs from

high-lying energy excited states to the lowest excited state of
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pigments in photosynthetic pigment−protein complexes. As
one of the key processes in the first step of photosynthesis,
nonradiative relaxation in the single Chla and Chlb
molecules13,14 has been studied with the nonadiabatic excited-
state molecular dynamics (NA-ESMD).21,22 The ratio of
simulated relaxation constants in Chla and Chlb monomers
agreed well with that from ultrafast transient absorption
spectroscopy. This approach has also been successfully applied
to study ultrafast intramolecular exciton redistribution and
energy relaxation after excitation in large-scale organic
conjugated molecules.22−26 In photosynthesis, intermolecular
excitation energy relaxation is critical to energy transfer since
many pigments are excited simultaneously and participate in
global energy flux. It is therefore important to extend our
investigations to the interpigment energy transfer, a funda-
mental process for the energy transfer in LHCs. In this work we
apply the NA-ESMD method to investigate the energy transfer
in a Chla dimer (shown in Figure 1b) system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The NA-ESMD

methodology and computational details are described in section
2. Simulation results and discussions are presented in section 3
covering population dynamics, energy relaxation pathways, and
inter- and intramonomer energy transfer in Chla dimer.
Conclusions are drawn in section 4.

2. THEORETICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
2.1. NA-ESMD Algorithm. The NA-ESMD algorithm21,22

is suitable to investigate energy relaxation within multiple

electronic excited states in large-scale organic molecules. In this
algorithm, classical molecular dynamics (MD) is combined with
the quantum transitions approach27,28 in which excited-state
energies,29−31 gradients,32,33 and nonadiabatic coupling
terms21,34−36 are computed with “on the fly” analytical
calculations. This is achieved by applying the collective electron
oscillator method37−40 with the AM1 semiempirical Hamil-
tonian41,42 at the configuration interaction singles (CIS)
level.43,44 Extensive previous studies have already adopted
AM1 and similar semiempirical models to investigate excited
state properties of porphyrin-based molecules.23,42,45−54 The
excited states calculated with the AM1/CIS method reproduce
the measured energy gap between the Soret (B) band and the
Qy band, and has been successfully applied to calculate the
excited states of Chla and Chlb monomers.13,14 A detailed
discussion on parameter testings, algorithm implementation,
advantages, and various applications of NA-ESMD can be
found in the recent literature.21,22,55

2.2. Simulation Details. The crystal structure of the
LHCII complex in Spinacia oleracea5 (PDB ID: 1RWT) is
adopted for our simulation. Two Chla molecules (residues 613
and 614 in chain B of 1RWT) are selected in this work to
simulate excited-state dynamics in the Chla dimer system, and
the orientation of the two pigments in the dimer is shown in
Figure 1b.
First, we perform ground state MD simulation for the Chla

dimer from the initial structure for 520 ps at 300 K with a time
step of 0.5 fs and four nitrogen atoms of Chla molecules are
fixed during the simulation to stabilize the relative molecular
configurations in the absence of protein environment. The
constant-temperature Langevin equation is adopted to describe
the evolution of the nuclear degrees of freedom with a friction
coefficient of 2.0 ps−1. 500 snapshots from the last 500 ps
simulation are extracted with a space of 1 ps, and every
snapshot is then used to initialize another set of ground state
MD simulation for 200 fs after releasing the constraints on the
nitrogen atoms. The final configurations are used to compute
absorption spectra and to perform the NA-ESMD of the Chla
dimer.
The absorption spectra are calculated for 500 configurations

with 20 excited states considered. Shown in Figure 2 are the
entire absorption spectra and contributions from all the excited
states to the spectra. The first absorption band of Chla dimer is
around 1.69 eV which is red-shifted with respect to the first
excited state (Qy) of Chla monomer (1.88 eV) due to
interchromophore coupling. The second peak is at about 2.53
eV, and the third, at 2.91 eV close to the Soret band of the Chla
monomer. As it has been pointed out previously,13 although the
absolute excitation energies produced by semiempirical
methods deviate from measurements, energy gaps between
excited states agree with experimental findings. This agreement
allows simulations to predict the overall time scales of
nonradiative relaxation from the high-energy excited states in
the B band to the lowest excited state Qy in the Chla monomer,
in agreement with transient absorption pump−probe measure-
ments.13

A Gaussian-shaped laser pulse is chosen to simulate
photoexcitation on the configurations obtained from the
ground state MD. Excited state α is initially populated
according to a Franck−Condon window defined by gα(r; R)
= ( fα/Ωα

2) exp[−T2(Elaser − Ωα)
2] where fα is the normalized

oscillator strength of state α with a frequency of Ωα, r(R) is the
electronic (nuclear) coordinate, and Elaser is the laser energy. In

Figure 1. (a) Crystal structure of light-harvesting complex II (LHCII)
from Spinacia oleracea5 (PDB ID: 1RWT). (b) System simulated in
this paper, chlorophylla (Chla) dimer in the LHCII complex. (c)
Molecular structure of Chla. Carbon (gray) atoms are labeled
according to the IUPAC convention for porphyrins, with the standard
x- and y- axes of Gouterman’s four-orbital theory shown. The nitrogen
and magnesium atoms are in blue and yellow, respectively.
Chlorophyll phytyl tails (R) are replaced by a methyl group in the
simulations. The total carbon macrocycle is defined as the carbon
atoms comprising the porphyrin ring structure (carbon atoms 1−20
including atoms C131 and C132), whereas the “inner macrocycle”
(atoms between two red dashed lines excluding the N atoms) consists
of atoms C1, C4, C5, C6, C9, C10, C11, C14, C15, C16, C19, and
C20, and the “outer macrocycle” is comprised of carbon atoms from
the total carbon macrocycle minus those in the inner macrocycle.
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this study, the Gaussian-shaped laser pulse is centered at 2.93
eV (423 nm) with a standard deviation of 42.5 fs corresponding
to a full width at half-maximum (fwhm) of 100 fs. A total of 500
independent excited state trajectories are calculated for 1 ps at
300 K, with a classical time-step of Δt = 0.1 fs and Nq = 4
quantum time steps per classical step to simultaneously
propagate the coefficients of the electronic states. During the
excited state dynamics, the 10 lowest excited states are taken
into account for each trajectory.
2.3. Electronic Transition Density Analysis. To study

exciton delocalization over the Chla dimer, the electronic
transition density (TD) is calculated as

ρ ϕ ϕ≡ ⟨ | | ⟩α
α

†t c c tr R r R( ) ( ; ( )) ( ; ( ))g
nm m n g (1)

where ϕg(r; R(t)) (ϕα(r; R(t))) is the wave function of the
AM1/CIS adiabatic ground (excited) state, cm

† (cn) are the
creation (annihilation) operators, and indices n and m refer to
the atomic orbital basis functions. The diagonal elements
(ρgα)nn represent the net change of the electronic density
resulting from excitation from the ground state g to an
electronic excited state α.56 The normalization condition ∑n
(ρgα)nn

2 = 1 is valid within the CIS approximation.31 The
fraction of the TD localized on different Chla monomers, or
arbitrary groups of atoms in the pigment can be obtained by
summing up the atomic contributions belonging to each of
them as
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where A is the index of atoms localized in the X-group, and the
index B labels the atoms located at the interface of group X and
another group.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
3.1. Population Dynamics. To investigate internal

conversion dynamics in the Chla dimer, we compute the
average classical populations of the electronic states from an
ensemble of 500 trajectories. The average populations for the
first six excited states are shown in Figure 3. Here we can clearly

see that nearly 90% of the excitation relaxes to the lowest
excited states within 600 fs.

According to the simulated absorption spectra of the Chla
dimer, we categorize the first 10 excited states in our
simulations into three bands, i.e., Qy, Qx, and B bands. The
S1 and S2 states yield the Qy band while the S3 and S4 states
contribute to the Qx band. The B band is composed of excited
states S5−S10. The average populations for these three bands
are computed by summing the average populations of
corresponding electronic states which belong to the bands.
To quantify the internal conversion rates in the Chla dimer,

we adopt a first-order monodirectional transfer model from B
to Qx and from Qx to Qy with rate constants k1 and k2,
respectively. This yields the sequential transfer pathway

→ →B Q Q
k

x
k

y
1 2 , to fit the average populations of these three

bands.
The population of each band can then be given as

= −B t B( ) e k t
0

1 (3)

=
−

− +− − −X t
k B

k k
X( ) (e e ) ek t k t k t1 0

2 1
0

1 2 2

(4)

= + + − −Y t B X Y B t X t( ) ( ) ( )0 0 0 (5)

where B0, X0, and Y0 represent the initial (t = 0) populations of
the B, Qx, and Qy bands, respectively. The fitting is conducted
through a least-squares regression analysis. The rate constants
and the corresponding time constants (τ1 = k1

−1, τ2 = k2
−1) are

presented in Table 1 in comparison to the respective

Figure 2. Absorption spectra of Chla dimer. The red solid line is the
integral absorption spectra obtained from the sampling results
containing 500 molecular configurations. The colored profiles are
the contributions of the first 20 excited states considered in the
calculations to the final absorption spectra. The contributions of S11−
S20 are represented with gray profiles.

Figure 3. Calculated time evolution of classical population for (a) the
lowest six electronic states and (b) three bands of Chla dimer system.
The results are averaged over 500 trajectories. Dashed lines in part b
are the fitting curves of the band populations with the fitting
parameters in Table 1.
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parameters obtained for the Chla monomer.13 Shown in Figure
3b are the simulated population on the bands and the fitting
results using modeled rate constants. The coefficients of
determination (R2) for the population curve fittings are 0.9958,
0.9192, and 0.9985 for B(t), X(t), and Y(t), respectively.
As shown in Table 1, the B → Qx relaxation is marginally

slower in the Chla dimer than that in the Chla monomer. In
stark contrast, the dimer system has much faster Qx → Qy
transfer rate compared to the Chla monomer. Consequently,
the overall relaxation from B to Qy in the Chla dimer (142 fs) is
faster than that in the Chla monomer (227 fs). For the Chla
dimer, each of the three energy bands is mainly composed of
two electronic states as shown in Figure 2. As a result of the
intermolecular electronic coupling and the configurational
differences between the two monomers, there is a level
splitting between the two electronic states (the so-called
Davydov’s pair) comprising the energy band of the Chla dimer.
The level splitting reduces the effective energy gaps between
the absorption peaks of the Chla dimer and enhances the
relaxation efficiency between these energy bands.
Once the molecular system reaches the lowest Qy band, there

is a final relaxation step within the band. The population
transfer from S2 to S1 exhibits contributions from two
distinguished energy transfer regimes. As shown in Figure 3a,
more than 95% of population transfer to the Qy band occurs
within 400 fs. In this time interval, the population of S1
increases quickly as the electronic energy flows into the Qy
band. From 400 fs on, the energy of S2 is transferred to S1
slowly and leads to a gradual increase of the population on S1.
In order to reveal the fast and slow transfer components from
S2 to S1, we fit the population of S1 using the above model with
the transfer rate from S2 to S1 being kS21. It is assumed that in

the transfer pathway → → ⎯→⎯B Q S S
k

x
k k

2 1
1 2 S21 , the energy of the

Qx band is first transferred to S2 then from S2 to S1. This
assumption is based on the fact that only a few hops to S1 are
observed from S5 (6) and S3 (29), which are negligible
compared to an enormous number of hops from S2 (3690) to
S1. Here, the population of S2 can be fitted by the equation

= + + +− − − −S t a b c S( ) e e e ek t k t k t k t
2 2

S S1 2 21
0

21
(6)
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Subsequently, the population of S1 is

= + + + − − −S t B X S S B t X t S t( ) (0) (0) ( ) ( ) ( )1 0 0 2 1 2
(7)

We fit the population of S1 in these two time intervals with
eq 7 as shown in Figure 4. By fitting the first 400 fs and

subsequent 400−600 fs time-intervals of relaxation dynamics,
we obtain the fast kS21 = 0.0237 fs−1 (τS21 = kS21

−1 = 42.19 fs)
and slow kS21′ = 0.00716 fs−1 (τS21′ = 139.66 fs) transfer rates,
respectively.

3.2. Initial Exciton Localization. We analyze exciton
localization of various electronic excited states at the moment
of Franck−Condon photoexcitation from ground state
configurations equilibrated at 300 K. For a certain config-
uration, a reference monomer is selected as the monomer
which has a higher fraction of TD of S1 [(ρ

01)monomer
2 > 0.5]

initially, and is denoted as HM of S1. Then we obtain the TD
distributions of the other states (S2 − S6) on the reference
monomer by constructing histograms of the TD for all initial
configurations. Roughly, half of the total configurations (i.e.,
243 or 48.6% out of 500 configurations) have monomer CLA
613 as their HM of S1.
The initial distribution of all the states on the HM of S1 is

shown in Figure 5. It is clearly seen that S1 is strongly localized
on its HM. The TD of all other electronic states are distributed
near 0 and 1 which indicates persistent localization on a single
monomer for all cases. As expected, for most configurations, S1
and S3 are initially localized on the same monomer while S2 and
S4 are localized on the other monomer. High-lying energy
states S5 and S6 seem to be ambiguously localized on any
chromophore. Thus, in spite of significant electronic coupling

Table 1. Comparison of Internal Conversion Rates Obtained from a First-Order Irreversible Population Model for B → Qx, Qx
→ Qy, and B → Qy Pathways for Chla Dimer and Monomer13 Systemsa

B → Qx Qx → Qy B → Qy

system k1 (fs
−1) τ1 (fs) k2 (fs

−1) τ2 (fs) τtot (fs)

monomer 0.0101 99.2 ± 1.1 0.007 81 128 ± 2 227 ± 3
dimer 0.009 24 108.2 ± 1.1 0.029 52 33.9 ± 0.7 142 ± 2

aPopulations of specific excited states are averaged from 500 trajectories for Chla dimer and 500 trajectories for Chla monomer13 in the NA-ESMD
simulations.

Figure 4. Population of S1 averaged from 500 trajectories and fitting
results with eq 7 for fast (a) and slow (b) regimes.
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between monomers, which splits the electronic states, thermal
fluctuations at room temperature essentially localize the excited
state wave function initially to a single Chla in a dimer
configuration.
3.3. Energy Relaxation Pathways. Subsequent to photo-

excitation, the Chla dimer experiences an efficient B band→ Qy
band transition. According to the fewest switches surface
hopping algorithm27 implemented in our NA-ESMD simu-
lations, electronic transitions are described as hops from one
initial electronic state Si to another Sf final state. The relative
probabilities of effective Si → Sf transitions during all the NA-
ESMD simulations are summarized in Table 2. An effective Si

→ Sf transition refers as Si → Sf hops for which no back-
hopping Sf → Si occurs along the rest time of this NA-ESMD
trajectory. The relative probabilities have been normalized for
hops corresponding to the same Si state.
We can clearly see from the data in Table 2 that the

relaxation mainly takes place along the sequential pathway S6 →
S5 → S4 → S3 → S2 → S1 in the Chla dimer. Transitions from
S6 to S5, S4 and S3 occur with relative probabilities of 0.97, 0.02
and 0.01, respectively. According to the ambiguous initial
localization of this state (see Figure 5) these initial relaxation
steps involve both intra- and inter- monomer energy transfer
events. In the case of effective hops from S5, the sequential
pathway to S4 takes up 78% of its energy transfer flux and,
according to Figure 5, it involves mainly an intermonomer
energy transfer. The intramonomer S5 → S3 channel accounts
for the remainder 21%. In contrast, effective hops from S4
mostly develop only through the intermonomer channel to S3.
The intermonomer channel of S3 → S2 occupies 95% of the
relaxation from S3 while the intramonomer channel holds a
minor 5% contribution, followed by a final intermonomer S2 →
S1 relaxation.

3.4. Transient Electronic Transition Density Redistrib-
ution. Summarizing the above observations, B → Qy internal
conversion process after photoexcitation of the Chla dimer
takes place mainly through a sequential cascade mechanism
involving multiple exciton exchanges between monomers.
Notably, a localization pattern shown in Figure 5 is getting
significantly perturbed by the dynamics, i.e., the wave function
should not necessarily remain localized on a single Chla, which
is subject to analysis in this section. Namely, the time evolution
of the photoinduced inter- and intra- monomer electronic
transition can be tracked by TD redistribution in the Chla
dimer. Thus, complementary studies of the exciton spatial
localization in the trajectory ensemble reveal a comprehensive
picture on the interplay of concomitant inter- and intra-
monomer relaxation processes.

3.4.1. Intermonomer Exciton Exchange. The Chla dimer
considered in this study is composed of CLA 613 and CLA 614
residues from the chain B of the crystal structure 1RWT of
LHCII. The laser excitation leads to nearly equivalent
probabilities for the two residues to become excited initially.
In Figure 6a, we show the time evolution of the average fraction

of TD on CLA 613 ((ρ0α)CLA 613
2 ). Its value fluctuates around

0.6, indicating a slightly higher tendency of the exciton to get
trapped on it.
In order to further investigate signatures of exciton

delocalization between the two monomers, we define the
higher monomer (HM*) as the monomer with the higher
fraction of TD in the current excited state at the initial time,
(ρ0α)HM*

2 (t = 0) > 0.5. It is important to stress that, according
with the given definition, HM* can be either CLA 613 or CLA
614 residues and it should be chosen individually for each NA-
ESMD trajectory. Once the HM* has been selected at t = 0 for
each trajectory, it remains the same throughout this NA-ESMD
simulation. The time evolution of the average over all
trajectories of (ρ0α)HM*

2 is depicted in Figure 6b. HM*

Figure 5. Distribution of the transition density for the electronic states
on the higher monomer of S1 at initial time (500 configurations).

Table 2. Fraction of Effective Transitions from Si to Sf (Si >
Sf)

Si

Sf S6 S5 S4 S3 S2

S5 0.97 − − − −
S4 0.02 0.78 − − −
S3 0.01 0.21 1.0 − −
S2 0 0 0 0.95 −
S1 0 0.01 0 0.05 1.0

Figure 6. Fraction of electronic transition density localized on (a) the
monomer CLA 613 and (b) the higher monomer (HM*) being
averaged over all trajectories.
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corresponds to CLA 613 for 53.6% of trajectories. As a result of
an ultrafast effective intermonomer exciton exchange, the value
of (ρ0α)HM*

2 experiences an ultrafast decrease during the first
∼100 fs. Its final value of ∼0.5 may follow from two possible
scenarios. In one scenario, a true delocalized electronic state
can be equally shared by two monomers, and in the second, it
can result from localized states that hop between monomers. In
order to distinguish between these scenarios, we further analyze
the participation number which is defined as

ρ ρ= +α α −P [(( ) ) (( ) ) ]0
CLA 613
2 2 0

CLA 614
2 2 1

(8)

where (ρ0α)CLA 613
2 ((ρ0α)CLA 614

2 ) is the fraction of TD localized
on monomer CLA 613 (614). The value of P varies in the
interval between 1 and 2 as each monomer is treated as a unit.
If P ≈ 1, it means that the TD is almost completely localized on
a single Chla monomer, while P ≈ 2 means that the TD is
delocalized over the two Chla monomers. The time evolution
of the average value of P during the NA-ESMD simulation is
shown in Figure 7. As can be seen, the initial excitation

effectively generates a weakly delocalized state between the two
monomers. Thereafter, the excited state dynamics leads to an
almost complete localization of the TD to one monomer within
∼100 fs.
The intermonomer exciton exchanges throughout the NA-

ESMD simulations can be further analyzed by events with
significant changes of (ρ0α)monomer

2 . Figure 8a displays the time
dependence of the relative probability of exciton-exchange
events between monomers. An event of significant TD
exchange between monomers is considered when
Δ(ρ0α)monomer

2 > 0.5. Despite larger probabilites at earlier
times, the intermonomer energy exchange persists thoughout
the simulations, highlighting the main role of the intermonomer
pathway during the internal conversion process of the Chla
dimer. Therefore, the average number of exciton hops between
monomers per NA-ESMD simulation is relatively high (∼38)
(see Figure 8b).
Energy relaxation through localized states on the individual

chromophores can be explained by analyzing coupling between
states belonging to each band, that is, S1 and S2 for Qy, S3 and
S4 for Qx, and S5 to S10 for B band. The coupling is computed
as half of the energy splitting between two excited states of the
Chla dimer, and both the Förster and the Dexter contributions

to the coupling can be included.57,58 This method has been
successfully applied to estimate the electronic coupling between
the pigments in LH2 (e.g., ref 58). Our calculations on all 500
initial configurations, obtained from the equilibrated ground
state MD simulation, are shown in Table 3. Considering

coupling as half of the energy splitting between states, we
obtained average values of 224 and 398 cm−1 for Qy and Qx
bands, respectively. On the basis of the four-orbital model for
porphyrins,59,60 the B band of chlorophylls are composed of
two bands, namely, the Bx and By bands.61,62 For the Chla
dimer studied in this work, we assign S5 and S6 to the Bx band,
and S7 and S8 to the By band, respectively. Then we obtain a
coupling strength of 360 cm−1(250 cm−1) between the states in
Bx (By) band. The Qy−Qy and Bx−Bx coupling strengths
computed here agree well with previous results obtained for the
LH2 pigments.58 Compare to the Qy−Qy coupling estimated by
the dipole−dipole interaction approximation63 and the Poisson-
TrEsp method,64 we obtain relatively stronger Qy−Qy coupling
in this work as a result of excluding protein environments. As
can be seen, the strength of the thermal fluctuations (fwhm of
the excitation energy distribution) do exceed the coupling
which leads to localized states on individual chromophores.
Excited state dynamics then separates the states even further
due to vibrational relaxation. However, in the phase space
domains where electronic states are strongly coupled, states
become nearly degenerate promoting delocalization as a
Frenkel exciton and facilitating thus efficient interchromophore
energy transfer.

3.4.2. Intramonomer Exciton Redistribution. During the
internal conversion process of the Chla dimer, each monomer

Figure 7. Time evolution of the participation number of Chla dimer
taken as an average over all trajectories.

Figure 8. (a) Relative probability of exciton exchange between
monomers as a function of time. (b) Histogram of the number of TD
localization changes between the monomers during the NA-ESMD
simulations.

Table 3. Average Excitation Energy and Full Width at Half
Maximum (Fwhm) Extracted from the Gaussian Fitting of
the Excitation Energy Distribution from 500 Configurations

band excited state average excitation energy (eV) fwhm (eV)

Qy 1 1.669 0.104
2 1.725 0.101

Qx 3 2.478 0.177
4 2.577 0.173

B 5 2.889 0.116
6 2.978 0.120
7 3.094 0.136
8 3.156 0.111
9 3.207 0.114
10 3.252 0.117
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experiences an intramolecular wave function redistribution. We
monitor the fractions of TD localized on specific atoms,
functional groups, and regions of each Chla monomer. The
structure of the Chla molecule is depicted in Figure 1c.
Following our previous work on the Chla monomer,14 the
porphyrin ring of the molecule is fragmented into following
groups, i.e., atom Mg, atoms N, and the inner and the outer
macrocycle. The total carbon macrocycle contains the carbon
atoms comprising the porphyrin ring structure (carbon atoms
1−20 including atoms C131 and C132). The “inner macrocycle”
(atoms between two red dashed lines excluding the N atoms in
Figure 1c) is comprised of atoms C1, C4, C5, C6, C9, C10,
C11, C14, C15, C16, C19, and C20. The “outer macrocycle”
consists of carbon atoms in the total carbon macrocycle
excluding those in the inner macrocycle.
For each trajectory, we denote the HM* (LM*) as the

monomer which has higher (lower) fraction of TD in the
current excited state initially. We depict the time evolution of
the averaged TD localized on each partition of the porphyrin
ring of either HM* and LM* in Figure 9a−d. Within ∼100 fs,

the fractions of TD on specific atoms (Mg and N atoms), and
regions (inner and outer carbon macrocycles) of LM*
approach those of HM*. The overall TD redistribution on a
monomer during the conversion from B to Qy is analyzed and
depicted in Figure 9e. The intramolecular exciton redistribution
within each monomer of the Chla dimer reproduces results

previously found in individual Chla molecules.14 That is, the
overall B → Qy energy relaxation implies the transfer of
localized TD from the N atoms and the outer carbon
macrocycle to the inner carbon macrocycle, and the central
Mg atoms play minor roles in the exciton relocalization.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Electronic dynamics simulations beyond the Born−Oppen-
heimer approximation have been carried out to investigate
photoinduced intra- and inter- chromophore energy transfer in
a Chla dimer at the interface of two units of LHCII trimer from
Spinacia oleracea.5 It is found that the overall B →Qy internal
conversion in a Chla dimer to be faster than that in an isolated
Chla monomer. Indeed, dimerization induced energy level
splittings in a molecular pair effectively reduce the energy gaps
between the excited states and ultimately lead to a faster
relaxation rate compared to a single chromophore. Our analysis
of electronic transition density dynamics signified by its
redistribution in the Chla dimer reveals competition between
concomitant inter- and intra- monomer relaxation processes.
The initial laser excitation generates a weakly delocalized state.
The strength of thermal fluctuations generally exceeds
electronic coupling between states, leading to quasi-localized
states on the individual chromophores. The excited state
dynamics triggers vibrational relaxation and a complete state
localization. However, in the phase space domains where
electronic states are strongly coupled, states become nearly
degenerate promoting exciton delocalization and facilitating
efficient interchromophore energy transfer. The internal
conversion process proceeds mainly through a sequential-
cascade pathway S6 → ··· → S1 involving multiple exciton
exchanges between monomers. Once the molecular system
reaches the lowest Qy band, the final S2 →S1 relaxation step
takes significantly longer time. The intermolecular energy
exchange still persists throughout the entire 1 ps dynamics,
highlighting the main role of the intermonomer pathway during
the internal conversion process in the Chla dimer. As
nonradiative relaxation develops, energy redistribution on two
Chla molecules yields nearly equal distribution of the exciton
among the monomers due to incoherent exciton hopping
between localized excited states. Despite the intermonomer
exciton exchanges, the intramolecular exciton redistribution
within each monomer of the Chla dimer reproduces results
previously found in individual Chla molecules.14
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